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ABSTRACT

A means of referencing various entities along a given stream

course is the river mile index. This gives the location relative to the

coordinate geometry of the river system. This type of referencing is very

useful to a number of agencies both within the State and at higher levels.

Detailed map coverage of the State has not been available until

recently with the production of 7 -1/2 minute orthophoto maps of the entire

State of Arizona. Since these maps were produced from imagery obtained

during 1972 -73, the State has a fairly definite point in time with which

the maps were produced. The existing U. S. Geological Survey maps varied

by up to 50 years in their generation.

A scheme was worked out and six orthophoto maps were annotated using

that method for an area around Tucson, Arizona. The problem of developing

a computer software package to produce river mile indices was begun but

soon shown to be too vast in scope to accomplish all that was desired.

Several existing similar programs were examined. The U. S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) has a program AUTOMAP which is designed to do all

that was sought to be done and much more.

The development of a small, crude, local computer program was aban-

doned. Linkage to the EPA program AUTOMAP was sought and will be effected

soon. The enlargement of project scope and envolvement meant that the pilot

project was absorbed into a now ongoing activity to digitize the main stream

channels and ancillary data. This new enlarged project, with funding from

other sources, should be completed this year.

The OWRR project may be thought of as the seed of the large project

now being conducted. Without the seed the present status would not have

been realized.
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INTRODUCTION

Information on Arizona's river systems in a digitized form will

be éxtremely useful to various State agencies, including the Arizona

Water Commission. The development of a river mileage index for Arizona

is to be part of a comprehensive index for the entire Southwestern United

States being compiled under the coordination of the Water Management

Subcommittee of the Pacific Southwest Interagency Committee.

Natural Water courses are one of the basic resource classifications

for which information is to be included in the Arizona Resources Information

System data bank. Digitization of the coordinate geometry of the river

systems in the State plus their use and ancillary data near the stream

will form the basic data set for a detailed surface water information

system.

When such information is available for the entire State, any planning,

development, operations or study involving the utilization and management

of natural water courses will have information that is readily retrievable.

Hydrologic studies involving flood and pollution control will benefit by

this information as will these operations involving highways and roads,

distribution of utilities other than water, and subdivision of lands. The

ready availability of specific site information will provide a continual

savings in time and money in future planning, development and operations

of such endeavors.



CODE

ONn

NAmn

Ll'

MEANING

Stream order change, new order number is equal to n.
(6th order beginning is ON6).

Mnemonic name of stream, example: for Santa Cruz mn =sc
i.e. NASC would be written.

SP mn op qr st uv wx Example Sabino SB,. off Tanque Verde Tq, off Rillito Creek
RC, off Santa Cruze SC, off Gila G1, off Colorado CO -
SP CO GL SC RC TQ SB is the code.
Stream parentage - i.e., sub channel of what other streams
up to sixth order, punch only on order change.

NDB No defined channel beginning.

NDE No defined channel end.

BCB Braided channel beginning.

BCE Braided channel end.

.EQS Entering quadrangle sheet..

LQS Leaving quadrangle sheet.

ALBR Agricultural land use beginning on right side of channel
(going up channel).

ALER Agricultural land use ending on right hand side of channel.

ALBL . Agricultural land use begin left side.

ALEL Agricultural land use end left side.

ALBB Agricultural land use begin both sides.

ALEB Agricultural land use end both sides.

GEnm Mnemonic code of geologic material e.g. for alluvium nm = AL-
code would be GEAL use only when going to different material
and the name which starts.

Enmopqr Elevation on crossing a contour line in feet. If crossing
a 7140 line then code would be E7140.

BRDG Bridge crosses channel.

PIPL Pipeline crosses channel.

POWL Powerline crosses channel.

BEGIN mn (going upstream) Start of channel from main channel.
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ENDC mn (going upstream) End of channel where mn is name of channel e.g. end of
Sabino (SB) is coded ENDCSB.

NODL mnop Intersection of two channels where mn and op are Munonic
codes of names of channels above branch. e.g. Santa Cruz
SC and Browly Wash (BW) comming together would be coded
NODLSCBW

GAGE nmop Gaging station and its number. If number is 4132 then code
GAGE 4132.

ULBR Urban land use beginning on right.

ULER Urban land use end on right.

.ULBL Urban land use beginning on left.

ULEL Urban land use end on left.

ULBB Urban land use beginning on both sides.

ULEB Urban land use end-on both sides.-

1LBR Industrial land use beginning right.

ILER Indistrial land use end right.

ILEL Industrial land use beginning left.

ILEL Industrial land use end left.

ILBB
, Industrial land use beginning both.

ILEB Industrial land use end both.

RLBR Recreational land use beginning right.

RLER Recreational land use end right.

RLBL Recreational land use begin left.

RLEL Recreational land use end left.

RLBB Recreational land use begin both.

.RLEB Recreational land use end both.

NLBR Natural land use begin on right.

NLER Natural land use end on right.

NLBL Natural land use begin left.

NLEL Natural land use end left.
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NLBB Natural landuse begin both.

NLEB Natural land use.end both.

DIVER Diversion channel encountered (water flowing away
from channel).

Figure 1. Original code for map annotation.



MAP ANNOTATION

Six continuous 7 -1/2 minute orthophoto maps of the Tucson area

were procured. These maps contained portions of the following main

streams or washes: Santa Cruz, Pantano, Rillito, Sabino, Tanque Verde,

and Canada del Oro. These varied from a third order stream (Santa Cruz)

to a sixth order (Sabino Creek). Surrounding terrain varied from high

relief with respect to Sabino Creek to broad flood planes of the Santa

Cruz. Types of land use adjacent to the channel were broken down into

several classifications and coded. Gauging stations, stream intersections,

landfills, bridges, etc., were also coded. Cross references were established

for the gauging stations, bridges, pipeline crossings, etc. so as to allow

detailed information to be stored in another file. This other file could

be quaried for any point or points of interest that were annotated on the

main map. Figure 1 is an example of the original annotation code that was

applied to the afore mentioned maps.

After annotation of the maps, another system of annotating was examined

as developed by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This

system had similar coding to that shown in Figure 1 as a subset of a much

more comprehensive program. This annotation code and procedure for its use

is outlined in the EPA document AUTOMAP (Master Map Preparation).



COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

A computer program was to be developed to produce the river mile

index along the various stream channels once they had been digitized.

This program was also to keep track of land use along the channel, gauging

stations, bridges crossing the channel, and various ancillary data. An

information retrived program was also to be developed for use on detailed

material relative to various points on the map that were indexed for cross

referencing. Current systems active in this area were considered to be

lacking in their basic structure for this type of activity. A computer

program to use the digitized data as annotated on the maps using Figure 1

was begun.

With the discovery of the existance of the EPA program AUTOMAP for

map annotation also came the realization of the direct duplication of

effort in writing a program to emulate a subset of what the AUTOMAP program

could do. A number of man years of programming went into the production of

AUTOMAP. Since AUTOMAP did exactly what was sought it was deemed desirable

to use it rather than develope a much less effective version.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The project as originally stated was a pilot study to develop

methodology and computer software in the preparation of a statewide

computerized data set describing Arizona river system and ancillary

material. The project evolved into the procurement of any already

developed system which would fill all the original needs and much more.

This was realized in the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency's

program AUTOMAP. A large duplication of effort would have occurred by

not using this program.

Seven and one -half minute maps covering the six major streams of

Arizona are being annotated in a form compatable with AUTOMAP. These

will later be digitized and fed into the national AUTOMAP - STORET system

via EPA Region IX.

The map annotation requires roughly two to three hours per map.

The AUTOMAP and STORET systems are thought to be the most compre-

hensive entities available at the time of this writing. It is recommended

that they be looked at by anyone doing work where the river mile index is

the reference feature.
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